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Summary of palaeoecological evidence for heathland buming: Ruigh I)orch and
Glenleraig
peat sequences: (1) eastern edge of old Glenleraig township (NC 153 314) and
junction
(2)
between enclosed pasture and valley floor at Ruigh Dorch (NC 161 307). Both
were chosen to investigate local-scale vegetation history, specific to the pattems of land-use at
the township and the shieling; consequently, the results should not be extapolated to the wider
landscape. Of the two sites, only the core from Ruigh Dorch provides good evidence for past
patterns of heather buming since heather grew locally and in abundance for particular periods at
this site. Although heathland occurs near to the pollen site at Glenleraig, heather was only a
minor part of the grass-dominated vegetation cover amongst the old houses (which were
interspersed with arable and pastoral fields prior to clearance) and this pollen sequence is not a
good source of evidence for patterns of burning in heather and peatland further afield. This
palynological evidence has yet to be compared with historical data on the sites.

I analysed two

Before the sixteenth century, heather played a relatively minor role in the vegetation around the
coring site at Ruigh Dorch, probably forming part of mire communities on the peaty ground
edging the river. Buming was not extensive and/or ftequent atthattime. Many pollen sequences
show a close association between heather and buming, but cause and effect are seldom easy to
separate. Ruigh Dorch is no exception: both heather pollen and charcoal curves rise from AD
c.1535, with steeper increases in both, beginning first in heather, from c.1655. This coincides
with a steady decline in tree cover after c.1575 and the expansion of gr:zing resources and
cultivation around 1590-1655, suggesting that agriculture is likely to have driven this change in
vegetation and burning patterns. The period around 1655 marks the mid-point in the transition
fiom partially wooded to open, heathy cover around the sampling site. Until c.1655, heather
grew in areas less suited to pastoral grassland, probably on peaty soils on the valley floor, but
between c.1655 and 1700 heather spread to form the dominant cover, probably forming part of
mire communities on the peary valley floor as well as gowing amongst grasses on the drier
soils on the adjacent slope to the north. Maximum pollen values for heather coincide with a
period of sustained high charcoal values around 1700-1735. In contrast, trees became
increasingly scarce between c.1955 andl741,suggesting that greatervalue was placed on local
pastures than trees. However, heather was not able to out-compete gftNses, suggesting that the
soils were sufficiently nutrient-rich to prevent this, naturally or due to fertilising, or that the
grazng regime did not give heather a competitive advantage. The cereal pollen record tails off
between c.1655 and l79\,perhaps indicating increasing emphasis on grazing at the site.

Following c.l735,levels ofbuming at Ruigh Dorch declined and heather cover appears to have
been reduced as a result. On wet ground, heather was once more replaced by bog myrtle and
sedges, while on drier soils grasses replaced heather as charcoal levels fell from c.1720-1790.
Continued grazing may have prevented heather regeneration and there is some (rather
equivocal) evidence that grazing levels may have risen at this time, particularly between c.1655
and c.1735. To interpret these pattems in more detail it is necessary to know more about
gl:aztngpattems, particularly winter grazing, since this would have affected the regeneration of
heather. Pollen values for heather continued to fall until the twentieth century. However,

buming increased between c.1825 and c.1865, peaking at high levels similar to those of the
early 18* century around 1865-1900. Grasses replaced heather more rapidly fiom c.1880,
suggesting a burning regime with very different timing, severity, fiequency and/or scale to the
patterns of muirbum which frvoured the spread of heather during the 17ft and 18m centuries.
This coincides with increased signs of ground disturbance although the evidence remains
ambiguous as to wlrether grazing pressures rose or fell; hopefully historical data may help
resolve this issue. Burning ceased abruptly around 1965 atRuigh Dorph and, wtrile heather has
spread somewhat over recent decades, the cessation in buming appea$ to have had little impact
on the balance between grass and heather or on the spread ofbirch.

